[The MR tomographic imaging of uncomplicated secondary fracture healing exemplified by the distal radius fracture].
To investigate the normal sequential MR-pattern of uncomplicated fracture healing within the first 6 weeks. In 8 patients with distal radius fracture, 4 by 4 with and without intraarticular fracture, MR examinations were performed 3-4 days after the onset of fracture and after 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 weeks using the following techniques: T1-weighted spin echo, T2-weighted spin echo, T2 proton density weighted, STIR (short inversion time inversion recovery), T2-weighted turbo spin-echo and fast field echo (FFE, gradient echo). Sequential examinations were analysed regarding 1) the appearance of fracture line, 2) development of bone marrow signal, and 3) signal changes in surrounding soft tissue. Maximum contrast of bone marrow and soft tissue was measured. The fracture line in bone marrow was best detectable in FFE- and T2-weighted spin ech images during the first week and in T2-weighted fast spin echo and proton density-weighted images from the 2nd to 4th week. Beginning in the 5th-6th week an increase of signal intensity in the fracture gap was typical in all sequences except for T1-weighted spin echo. The contrast maximum of bone marrow and soft tissue, best detectable in STIR- and T2-weighted spin echo images, occurred in the 1st-2nd week. MRI shows a typical time-depending pattern of the fracture line, surrounding bone marrow and soft tissue in normal fracture healing. The degree of injury influences the development of signal changes.